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Should I Stay or Should I Go?
Weighing the Pros and Cons of Accepting
Insurance
Judi Garland, Psy.D.

The Professional Development Committee ran the workshop,
“Should I Stay or Should I Go?,” which was a panel discussion in January 2020 regarding
the pros and cons of continuing to accept insurance, the mechanics of leaving panels,
and how to remain accessible to clients who rely on using their insurance. The speakers
on the panel were: Julie Anderson, Amy Matias, and Guy Croteau and was moderated by
Oona Metz.

Julie has been in private practice in Brookline for twenty-three years and accepts Medicare, Blue
Cross Blue Shield and out of network insurances. Amy is in private practice in Cambridge and very
recently went off insurance panels. Guy has been in private practice since 2014. Initially, he accepted
Blue Cross, Tufts, and Cigna and in 2018, withdrew from the insurance panels and is now an out of
network provider.

Participants went around the room to discuss whether or not they accept insurance and reasons for
attending the workshop. We learned some participants were hoping to get off insurance and others
were debating it. Many had recently gotten off panels. The panelists each spoke for about fifteen
minutes about what went into their decision.

Julie reported that when she began her practice, she went on insurance panels to “do the right thing”
stating she wanted to serve people who otherwise couldn’t afford therapy. She said that when she
made the decision to go off insurance panels, she feared referrals would dry up, as she worked with
young people. Julie continued with Medicare and Blue Cross PPO policies, stating she transitioned to
leaving most insurance companies very gradually and the transition stirred up issues of “love, loyalty,
and caring.”

Amy reported that she was on one insurance panel and deliberated for several years about the
decision to leave. Amy reported that she prepared for the transition for about a year and a half. She
shared that most clients had a “Good for you!” reaction and several were willing to change insurance
plans to continue working together. Amy shared her importance of being accessible to clients, yet
was working many hours and began to feel exhaustion with the combination of work and raising a
family. Also, she stated feelings of tiredness from talking to insurance companies and worrying about
clawbacks. Amy shared great relief from seeing fewer clients and not having to deal with insurance
companies. She found she had more time to work on her website and be more present with her
family. Part of her process involved continuing to bill with people she was working with and have new
people pay up front while giving them receipts to submit to insurance.

Guy reported that he became a therapist as his second career, and as a therapist, Guy earned half of
what he made in his prior career. He had accepted several insurances, but was advised to only
accept private pay. After four years of accepting insurance, he left the panels feeling devalued
because of the poor pay he was receiving. To his surprise, Guy found that he earned the same
amount of money with seven private pay clients than he did seeing twenty five to thirty clients per
week who were paying with insurance. Guy stated it was a positive change for him in a very brief
period of time. He simply needed to notify his insurance companies ninety days in advance followed
by sending letters to all his clients. Guy shared that most of his clients had PPOs and “didn’t blink an
eye” about the change, however he did lose one client, a decision he viewed as an act of self-care.
Guy used a sliding scale and found the full fee clients compensated for ones only able to afford lower
fees. Furthermore, in his sessions, he discovered going off insurance panels led to important
conversations about the value of treatment.

Oona offered advice for those who wish to go off insurance to say that they ARE out of network
providers rather than they don’t take insurance. She added that it is very difficult to determine how
much various PPO insurances will reimburse clients ahead of time. However, Oona added a note of
optimism, stating that in both good economic times and in downturns, clients still seek therapy.

Following the panel discussion, there was a question and answer segment where participants
inquired about balancing self care by leaving insurance panels and taking care of clients by being
financially accessible. Other questions involved the “how to’s” of leaving insurance panels, whether
balance billing is an option, the use of sliding scales and how to bill insurance panels in order for
patients with PPO’s to be reimbursed for part or all of their out of pocket therapy fees. Other

questions involved how and when to tell clients about the decision to leave insurance panels. Amy
suggested sending clients an email explaining how the billing process and reimbursement works and
to give patients a script to inquire with their insurance companies about how much they will be
reimbursed for their out of pocket therapy expenses.

A final topic of discussion was how much notice to give clients before leaving insurance panels. In the
range of opinions, some said as short a period of time as possible to avoid debate and limit
discussions about this issue while others thought allowing more time is advisable to allow the client
ample time to prepare financially, change insurance to a PPO if possible and to discuss the impact of
this change during their therapy sessions.

This workshop did not present a conclusion to the question “Should I Stay or Should I Go?,” but it
very effectively elucidated factors to consider when making the decision. Moreover, the workshop
offered specific advice about how to speak to clients about the decision to leave panels, the
mechanics of leaving panels, and how to remain financially accessible to clients who are not able to
pay the full fee for therapy.

The NSGP Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Wants to Welcome You
This summer the NSGP Board voted to officially change Diversity and Inclusion from a Task Force to
a standing committee. We are excited about this change and what it could mean for NSGP as an
organization and this article is our way of saying hello to the NSGP Community.

As you well know by now, our nation is reckoning with its entrenched, centuries-old history of
violence against, mistreatment of, and inequality for Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC).
As a microcosm of the world, NSGP must do the same. Foremost, because it is right, and because
the organization cannot truly carry forward its mission or continue to be viable without becoming a
more welcoming and nourishing space for all types of diversity, including race, ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, physical ability, class, religion, age, and professional background or practice orientation.

The level of interest in anti-racist work from the members and leadership of this organization has
been incredibly heartening, and steps have already been taken on an individual and organizational
level, with many more to come, in what we hope will be on-going and integrated into all aspects of
NSGP.

So, while we acknowledge this might not be the most light-hearted stuff, we wanted to share with you
a little more about who we are as people. We aren’t a monolith. We are a group of individuals, all on
our own journeys to learn, grow, and change, just like you. Here are some fun facts about each of us:

Co-chair Sasha Watkins practices internal martial arts and loves
gardening. She is a mother of two tri-racial children.

Co-Chair Mary Barnes loves a good mystery. She also is
somewhat of a Luddite. She is blessed to have young folks in her life, including her young adult child,
nieces, nephews, as well as her beloved Tufts students & alumni.

Lesley McGee has four tattoos and has skydived over the Great
Barrier Reef. She’s also an avid horseback rider.

Anaïs Lugo-Guercio loves to travel. Two of her favorite places are
Jamaica and Japan. She also enjoys yoga, camping, and tarot readings.

Guy Crouteau loves to fly his drone all over MA and NH and find great
video captions. He has also begun a new venture in doing group therapy on a new online platform.

Melissa Kelly once took a road trip all the way across the US and back,
lived in Paris for two years, and has switched careers from therapy to copywriting and graphic design.

Katy Ananian played lacrosse in college and is now a coach.

Rivkah Lapidus loves YouTubes of Nichols and May sketches, Nora Ephron,
and Allan Sherman. She also recently watched five years of Get Smart. She finds herself doodling
caricatures when in meetings and has adult daughters.

Our Committee created a mission statement which is as follows:

We aim to create inclusive, culturally safe, brave spaces to learn, share experiences, reflect, grow
and enact change; raise awareness and engage in discourse on topics including: exploration of bias,
historic and institutionalized racism, oppression, and the intersection of personal and professional
identities with social justice issues and our work.

If you are looking for a way to contribute professionally to anti-racism, diversity, and inclusion,
consider joining us! Or if you can’t commit to joining, but you have ideas for which you want a
sounding board, or you’d like to attend a meeting to see what we’re all about, we welcome you! We’d
love to hear from you.

The Diversity and Inclusion Committee

Sasha Watkins, Mary Barnes, Lesley McGee, Anaïs Lugo-Guercio, Rivkah Lapidus, Melissa Kelly,
Katy Ananian, Guy Croteau

Note from the Editors: The D&I Committee hosted weekly Zoom check-ins open to NSGP
membership and beyond, every Thursday afternoon from March through August 2020. Each week,
they invited guest speakers from different communities and countries to reflect on identity and
community in the context of the global pandemic.

Although these meetings have come to a close, please feel free to reach out to Sasha at
sashatherapy@gmail.com or Mary at mary.barnes@tufts.edu to learn more about how you can get
involved in the D&I Committee.

The D&I Committee also spearheaded two anti-racism work groups this past summer, entitled
Radical Release: Honoring our Legacies, Liberating ourselves from Anti-Black Racism and
Anti-racism Workbook Group: Me & White Supremacy, which generated a lot of excitement and
momentum from NSGP members.

Goings On
Breakfast Club Committee News
The committee is saying goodbye to Ari Shesto who has been a member and
co-chair for almost a decade. No amount of words can express our appreciation
for you and your gifts. Ari, we miss you and will do the best we can without you
as we go forward.
We are thrilled to welcome Penny Moore as a co-chair. The committee is open
for new members; if you are interested, please contact us.
The Breakfast Club will have a great 2020-2021 season with presenters
speaking about their interests, passion, and will share their experiences about
group psychotherapy.
The 2020-2021 Breakfasts are on Sundays from 11-12:15 on October 4, November
8, December 6, January 24, March 21, and April 25. These will be on Zoom for the
foreseeable future. Please check the website calendar for further details about
the programs.
Please join us for our first Breakfast Club of the season on October 4, 2020:

Group Therapist Working in a Political Minefield in Challenging Times
Presented by J. Scott Rutan, PhD, DFAGPA
REGISTER HERE
This workshop will consider various issues that result from the heated political
climate in which we find ourselves. This will include examining how to remain
empathetic to those who hold dramatically different views and understanding
the issues in light of Cognitive Dissonance theory and the defense of Splitting.
Warmly,
Ann-Keren Neiman-Kantor
Penny Moore
Howie Schnairson

Virtual Experiential Group – Fall 2020

Join one of NSGP’s stellar learning opportunities for building your skills!

The Experiential Group is a weekly training group for clinicians interested in
developing skills and confidence as group leaders through experience as group
members. Participants learn first hand about the powerful opportunities and
complex challenges of small group dynamics.

Facilitated by Libby Shapiro, Ph.D., CGP, a clinical psychologist in private
practice in Lexington, MA. Libby is the former Clinical Director and Director of
Training at the Boston Institute for Psychotherapy, and former Director of The
Center for Psychoanalytic Studies at Massachusetts General Hospital. She
currently teaches and supervises at Cambridge Hospital and is an Assistant
Clinical Professor at Harvard Medical School.

"The group leader was wonderful–she created a safe
space and skillfully modeled group facilitation."

"It was so valuable to experience a group 'from the
inside out.'"
When: 12 Fridays, 9:30 - 10:45 a.m., EST
Module I: September 25 - December 18, 2020.
Module II: January 29 - April 30, 2021.
Where: This group will take place virtually. Registered participants will be sent a Zoom
link.

Cost: $375 per 12 week module. Completion of the group offers 15 CEUS per module for
social workers, psychologists, and licensed mental health counselors. All participants
receive a complimentary one year membership to NSGP!

Scholarships are available: Click here to download the scholarship application.
Questions: Contact: Marilyn Downs downs.marilyn@gmail.com or Cathy DuBois at
cidubois@comcast.net.

Space is limited: REGISTER HERE or at https://nsgp.wildapricot.org, where
you can also check out our other learning opportunities.
Note: The Experiential Group is not a therapy group. Although participating in a
training group may have therapeutic value, the goal is for learning about group
dynamics and process rather than personal change, and the leader will
function with this in mind.

Want to talk to an expert about your group?
Take advantage of the NSGP Consultation
Benefit!
“What’s that?” you ask. Read on…

The NSGP Consultation Benefit is free to all members in good standing of
NSGP. It entitles you to one hour of free consultation per calendar year with an
expert in group psychotherapy.
Topics are as varied as our practices and now include the many challenges of
online groups. The only topics that are not appropriate are emergency
situations. Consults can be by video, phone, or face-to-face.
“What a deal!” you say. Indeed!
Email Christine Boie, CNS at christineboie65@gmail.com and she will facilitate
and ensure a time-sensitive consultation with one of our experts.

NSGP Annual Conference

For more information visit the NSGP Annual Conference page here

AGPA Foundation Scholarship

Awards

Marsha Vannicelli
Marsha was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award from the NSGP Foundation.

Eleanor Counselman
Eleanor was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award from the NSGP Foundation. She was also
honored with the Distinguished Fellow in AGPA.

Norman Neiberg
Norman was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award from the NSGP Foundation.

Helene Satz
Helene was honored with a Fellowship in the AGPA.

Scott Rutan
Scott received the Harold Bernard Training Award from the AGPA.

NSGPeople Committee Enthusiastically
Welcomes
Nadia Khatchadourian as the new co-editor of the newsletter.
Natasha Khoury as the future editor of “Analyze This” and general editing team member.
Ellen Ziskind as general contributor.

Thanks!

NSGPeople thanks Kurt White for his many years and countless hours of editing the
newsletter.
NSGPeople thanks Roz Freeman for creating the NSGPeople logo from Joe DeSouza’s
NSGP logo, and Jennifer Jackson for font editing.
Thanks to David Goldfinger for coming through with another creative cartoon under
tight time constraints.
Thanks to Joe DeSouza for creating the online presence of NSGPeople.

Thanks to Jennifer DeSouza and Ann Koplow for their support and assistance in creating
this new online iteration of the newsletter.
Thanks to Lisa Portscher for helping us navigate Wild Apricot and the back-end of NSGP
online.

Silver Linings
We are living through unprecedented times. The COVID-19 pandemic has turned our worlds upside
down, and there is so much grieving to do. NSGPeople asked our members if this time has brought
forward any unexpected silver linings, either in their professional or personal lives.

Melissa Kelly
Practice Boss, my web design and consulting business for therapists, is booming! I help therapists
clarify what their ideal private practice looks like and then craft their online presence to get more of
the clients they love working with. I couldn't be happier because I get to use all my skills -- therapy,
visual design, and copywriting -- all rolled into one fun job.

William Sharp
William has been promoted to the status of Associate Teaching professor at Northeastern University.

Jeff Brand
Jeff had an article published in the summer issue of GROUP. The article, entitled, "Can I Borrow
Your Phenomenology?: How Groups Help People Grow" describes how to work from a contemporary
phenomenological perspective in interpersonal process groups through the use of a case example.

Marian Shapiro
It certainly is an odd time to drink a glass of champagne – but I actually went out and bought a tiny
bottle of bubbly (which the wine store had to put in my trunk for contactless purchase, of course) to
celebrate the acceptance of my new (fourth) book of poetry, At The Edge Of The Cliff. These
experimental works had been completed before the Virus turned us into teletherapists, but the
process of submission was extremely complex, because a large proportion of the poems were all or
partly visual in form, and required tech expertise that I needed to develop. Fortunately I was able to
learn most of it and become almost independent in constructing the results I wanted, but still --- there
were areas in which I got stymied and, fortunately, was able to draw on (pun intended) the
(distanced) help of my faithful computer teacher who has rescued me since about 1980, and my highschool senior grandson whose specialty is in computer graphics for the final version. Both were
available (silver lining) due to the shutdown of their schools. And so, the manuscript was sent
electronically to Plain View Press, and a few weeks later, it was champagne time! My friends
celebrated with me from their abodes,and my husband from our kitchen table. Hoping, as do we all,
for a future of vaccines, we look forward to the launch in the first weeks of 2021.

Separately, just a note of gratitude for what can only be called good luck: I attended the AGPA in
New York at the beginning of March, just when the Covid was beginning to bloom its deadly leaves.
One of the members of my small group was not well – a bad cold, they thought – but from AGPA I
know that someone in the group did become infected, although the person’s name was not revealed.
At any rate, there I was, riding the elevator in that huge hotel, also going out to restaurants with

friends, riding home on a crowded Amtrak. Lucky lucky lucky. I had no idea how lucky at the time, but
I sure am grateful now.

Stay well.
Peace,
Marian

Bet MacArthur
Some clients do much better in therapy -- deeper, more thoughtful work -- via video.

My son's college has been dysfunctional for years in scheduling the classes he needs to finish his BS
in Business. He has been a working professional in NYC while trying for years to get those last 3
courses done. The school cancels courses without notice on the day class is to begin, it registers him
for other things without his knowing, etc. A cash cow racket. Thanks to the tragic COVID crisis, ALL
classes are now available online, and he can take 2 courses in July and 1 course in August and
FINALLY finish his BS degree! This is huge for our family. We are all wilting with relief!! On to grad
school!

Marsha Vannicelli
A Glimpse of Silver in a Graying World

We are all aware of the limitations of doing group therapy on line — interruptions when a group
member (or perhaps a leader) temporarily disappears from the screen, pets and children whining in
the next room, and perhaps most of all, lack of the usual cues we have come to count on in terms of
body language, replaced by a collage of often expressionless faces.

These all pose challenges which, for many of us, make doing group therapy on Zoom more tiring, as
our brains search for cues that are no longer available and try to compensate for what is missing.

But along with that, I have found that there are some unique benefits and opportunities with on-line
groups. No one has to drive or find a place to park. Attendance is nearly 100%. Group members
arrive on time. Members (as well as the leader) can attend even when “coming down with something”
that they don’t want to pass on to other people. All group members’ faces are fully in view. And for my
older clients, who never thought they could get on board with this kind of technology, they have found
that they are suddenly in the 21st-century along with their kids and grandkids.

But for me, what is most important has been the discovery of an opportunity to mine data available
only in this context — for members, literally and figuratively, to come to see themselves more fully.
Members can see if what they are feeling matches what their faces show. They have an opportunity
to see what others see, to explore their feelings about how they feel about what others see and to
deal with conflict about seeing themselves through their own eyes and through the eyes of others.

Though some of my group members were initially blocking their pictures on their own screens “so as
not to be distracted by them,” I have strongly encouraged them to take advantage of the unique data
that is available that provides a new way of looking at oneself. The discussion about doing this, and
resistance by several members, has provided a wealth of information. A few group members have
disclosed that they never like seeing themselves in photos or films, their intense dislike of
“unattractive, ugly” aspects of their faces highlighting underlying critical self-appraisals. Another
member, who was repeatedly told by her mother that she was unempathic found, to her surprise, that
her face showed what she thought was appropriate empathy. She was also surprised to see that at
times when she was sad that she had a wide smile on her face (which group members had pointed
out, but now she could see this for herself in the on-line group).

All in all, while I will be glad when I can do my groups again in person, I appreciate the opportunity
that my group members (and I) now have for gathering some new kinds of data during an era when
new data is, otherwise, entering our lives less and less.

Finally, with regard to limited data, I think more generally of the limits on interpersonal data and
stimulation that COVID has imposed on us. While a hardship in so many ways, here too, I have
experienced some glimpses of silver. In life before COVID (LBC), I rushed from one thing to the next.
Always on the verge of being late, I‘d honk at my neighbor and wave as I drove by, too rushed to
actually talk. But now, as I stroll around my quiet neighborhood between patients, I am hungry for a
shared word with someone who I can see in other than portrait view. I yell to my neighbor from
across the street to ask how her new pup is doing; I wave to strangers and call out “Good to see you
out on such a great day!” I realize how much human contact means to me. After recently
experiencing the unpleasant crush of people in Times Square, where people were obstacles that

needed to be dealt with, I now am so glad to see a real live person, and to get to interact even briefly.
Like my dog, I think, “Oh goodie, a person? A chance to have a happy hello!”

Howie Schnairson
Since going virtual I have never had such great group attendance. In the young adult group, students
can still attend during vacations and even after graduation.
As an observer in the observation group at the Brookline Center, I can see each member’s face and
close up if I change the screen view. This improves the learning experience for me.
I can participate in many more learnings (with therefore greater choice), since eliminating the travel
and parking time. I have noticed an increase in the space available to me.
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